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Sixteen Oocerto Soloists the
highly acclaimed Philadelphia
chamber orchestra will appear in
coneert on December 1970 at
Beaver College at 800 p.m The
program is as follows
Ccmerto No In minor
Francesco Daran.te
lJii poco andante/Allegro/
Andarte/Amoroso/AUegro
flona for String Orchestra
Florentina Masehera
concerto No in major for
Violin Fran Joseph Haydn
Allegro moderato/Adiago/
Presto Eliot Chapo soloist
INTERMISSION
Largo nel modo di una marcia
Alfred Swan
Michael Ma Jose Madera
iolinisth
Concerto in minor for Violin
Opus 12 No Antonio Vivakii
A.llegro/Largo/AllegTo
Laurie Mostovoy soloist
Avec douceur/.late/Largo/
Vivement
George Woshakiwsky Stephanie
Mostovoy soloists
Ancient Airs and Dances Suite
No Ottorino Respighi
Italiana/Arie di Corte/
Siciliana/Passacaglia
Sixteen Concerto Soloists
Marc Mostovoy Permanent
Conductor
The music for this occasion is
provided by grant from the
Music Performance Trust Funds
Kenneth Raine Trustee pub-
lic service organization created and
financed by the Recording Indus
tries under agreements with the
American Federation of Musicians
The grant was obtained with the
co-operation of Local 77 AFM
Philadelphia Premiere
World Premiere
Sixteen Concerto Soloists is
Are you even vaguely interested
in conservation One of the urg
ent necessities in the cleaning up
of the environmmt is the deveIop
ment of recycIing process tecIi
aology to slow the expiration of
our natural resources
The Anchor Hocking Glass Corn-
pany is going to reusc glass main-
ly for the production of cement The
company is setting up collection
-$ in Philadelphia to see how
much interest there is in this pro-
qt
here on campus program is in
process of being developed
Philadelphias only resident clam-
ber orchestra There are only two
such ensembles in the United
States Marc Mostovoy Music Di-
rector and Permanent Conductor
was major force in assembling
and developing the orchestra An
honors graduate of Temple Uni
versity he has studied musicology
at the University of Pennsylvania
and has conducted with Wilfrid Pci-
letier Jails Swa.rowsky and the
late Marcel Tabuteau at Nice Mr
Mostovoys specialty is baroque and
classical literature
The orchestra is noted for its
performance of music from this
period Following the baroque
technique revived by the Moscow
Chamber Orchestra the players
perform standing up They also
alter their positions regularly dur
ing the concert
The orchestra tries to follow the
baroque conventions by close
reading of the original music
Many editions from this period
have been corrupted to suit 19-cen-
ti.u-y taste However the scores
used by this group have been re
stored to their presumed original
condition Due to the scarcity of
certain pieces European sources
must be used As result much
of the music performed is heard in
the United States for the first
time
Sixteen Concerto Soloists are
comprised of 15 strings one harp-
siohord and assisting winds when
required The average age of the
soloists is 25 They include
natives of Austria Argentina
England France Germany Japan
Korea and the United States
These players have studied with
artists such as Ivan Galamian
Jascha Heifetz Yehudi Menu.hin
William Primrose Oscar Shurnsky
and Efrem Zimbalist
Boxes will be put in the laundry
rooms for any type of glass The
Iitchen is also going to put the
gl.ss they no longer use into sepa
rate barrels for this program Col
lcction days will be Wednesdays
Eve LaPier will be working on
posters and Melissa Yanover on
flyers Anyone wishing to help
should contact Eve at extension 216
or Melissa at extension 268
This can be direct part of the
solution Be aware of your use
of any type of glass and get it to
these collection boxes
Opportunity knocks
of category 819
June 1969 June 1970
Books Library of
Congress
Books Dewey
Classification
Books Browsing
The weather
DECadent
Sixteen Concerto Soloists
Confetti is soS
To Present Concert Here
BEAVER COLLEGE GLENSIDEI PA
macaroni
Library Reports Loss of 2000 Volumes
Volume XLV No
by Tobi Steinberg
According to the Faculty Li-
brary Committees annual report to
the faculty of Beaver College the
cost for replacing missing and pre
sumably stolen books that are
known to be gone since the sum-
mer of 1966 almost equals the
book budget for the fiscal year of
1970 In additIOn 318 current is-
sues of periodicals are listed a-
missing as of the inventory of
June 1970
These statistics become even
more staggering when broken down
into catogorins
INVENTORIES
June 1966 June 1969
Books Library of
Congress
Books Dewey
Classification
Books Browsing
Room
Phonograph Records.
Bouna Periodical
Volumes fig not avail
Total units regardless
555
192
47
25
854
129
52
69
12
ably assume the librsry should have
Room
Phonograph Records.
Bound Periodical
Volumes
Total units regardless
of category 1116
Since some of these stolen ma- thOTfl
tennIs are now out of print it is
The implications of the statistics
next to impossible to replace them for missing library
materials in
Even if they can be tracked down terms of cost are as follows
premium prke would have to be In 1969 the average list
paid and lot of valuable staff time price for academic books appropri
would be wasted Not only is ate for Beaver College was $8.18
tremendous amount of money in- Source The Bowker Annua of
volved but students are being de- Library and Book Trade Informa
nied the right of access to library tion 1970 New York
16 Concerto Soloists
Parietal Committee to Meet
At an average library dis
count of 15% $8.18 becomes an
average discounted price of $7.00
To the discounted price of
$7.00 must be added an assumed
charge of about $5.00 for labor
costs for each book or record to be
re-acquired and catalogued
Therefore it is necessary to
multiply $12.00 times tue approxi
mate 2000 items which have been
since the summer of 1966
The total of $24000 is only
$3000 less than the Atwood Li-
brarys total book budget for this
fiscal year This includes both
funds for departmental book bud-
gets and the librarys own funds
for books
by Sandy Thompson
The Parietal Responsibility and
Safety Committee responsible for
cvaluation of existing parietal
hours reported at the last meeting
of the All College Council that al
though they have been unshie to
meet and consult with Dr Edward
grams apparent success Carolyn
Divon president of the Junior
Class reported that another such
program is tentatively scheduled
for February 22
Gates SO far this semester such
meeting is definitely scheduled for
the period between Thanksgiving
and the end of the semester
Mr Charles Cooley dining room
manager attended the meeting to
It hou1d be noted that accord-
Ing to masters thesis study com
pleted at the University of Chicago
in September of 1970 the loss rate
at Beaver College is more than
double that of other small college
libraries Statistically more than
200 schools were included in this
study
discuss with the council three prob
lems observed in the dining room
the lack of necessary check sys
tern so-called sick students
whose roommates must bring their
meals to them and the theft of
silverware and food by resident
students Although no conclusions
were reached it was generally
agreed that the system must
be enforced
Priscilla Hambrick who chairs
the committee said that due to
conflicts in schedules between
members of her committee as well
as Dr Gates the committee has
not met in spite of numerous at-
tempts at scheduling meeting
However she further added that
the committee is still responsible
for the pending evaluation and
will be beginning to work with Dr
Gates as is required by the state-
mont in the Student Handbook
concerning the changing of parietal
hours immediately after Thanks-
giving
Glass Products to Be Recycled
Miss Frances Lewis director of
the public relations also attended
the meeting to bring up the prob
1cm of smoking in Murphy Chapel
during convocations dangerous
fire hazard
It was furti ported at the
rnceting by Mrs Dlorcne Plurnmcr
that securIty uamitte newly
formed and headcd by Arlene
Weissman in cooperatic with Mrs
Plummer as likewiw unable to
meet but wOUld he doing so in the
nca future rffflS corrnittee said
Mrs Plummer is to mcet with the
Building and Grounde committee of
the Board of Trustee in regard to
campus safety for all members of
the campus community
According to Dr Conrad Latour
chairman of the Faculty Library
Committee there is an obvious pat-
tern of books missing entire see-
tions by topics are noticeably gone
and in terms of his own depart-
ment he can recall receiving spe
ei.fic term papers dealing with some
sections of source materials that
are missing He stressed that the
library personnel has been desper
ately trying to build up deficient
areas and Mr McWhinney head
librarian has been ordering back
items at great expense
In light of these facts and fig-
ures the Library Committee has
made several suggestions to rem-
ed3I the situation One of the more
feasible plans is to re-arrange the
physical facilities by placing the
circniation desk closer to the main
entrance doors so that better
check-out point may be estab
Haled In order to curtail the use
of the outside door leading to the
Library Lecture Room an automa
tic alarm bell will be placed on the
door in the immediate future
Last on the agenda was the mat-
of teacherroursc evaluations
tdng plnnncd by thc SGO There
was extended debate an the validity
of the picsentd questionnaire as
well as the intended use cC the re
suits It was felt by many faculty
nemters present at th-
that to puhlicin the reuLc ftr the
purpoce of aiding students choosing
courses was unnecsaary and un
fair to the faculty After lengthy
discussion Alene Weizsraan in
formed the council that the matter
will return to the Executive Coca-
dil for further study
Also discussed was the recent
gynecological program sponsored
by the junior class and the pro-
The next meeting of the All Ccl-
lege Council is scheduled for second
semester Continued on Page Cci
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At the last meeting of the House of Rep
resentatives student representatives from
various student-faculty committees were
present for the sole purpose of informing
House members of recent actions within their
respective committees House members were
then to take the news to their corridors thus
making the entire student body aware of often
lost committee activities
This kind of checking in especially
when paired with the recent proposal passed
by the House concerning the four-week limit
on committees acting on specific proposals is
hopefully the beginning of greatly needed im
provements in the proper channels of Bea
ver College It has apparently become clear
that the problem of proposals being submit
ted to the House only to be weighted down
and lost forever is not small one On the
contrary it is at the base of dozens of other
problems
The strengthening of these channels must
higher on the ladder For example the four
week limit must become reality In the
proposal it is stated that an extension may be
granted by the Speaker of the House if the
committee in question feels that four weeks
is not enough and petitions for longer period
of time This is of course necessary al
lowance but can possibly become matter of
routine completely emasculating the proposal
The fact that this proposal came directly
from within the Student Governments Exec
utive Council is almost as encouraging as the
proposal itself It is at least reassuring to
think that the officers of Beavers S.G.O are
aware of weaknesses within the government
and are willing and able to make repairs But
this tao could be worthless if only one-shot
deal or token of concern
Hopefully this is not the case and their
proposal will make definite change for the
better in campus communications and govern
ment procedures The Beaver News recom
mends that student-faculty committee reports
become permanent addition to the agenda
of the House of Representatives for it is only
through constant use that the channels exist
ing already will remain alive
irre3pon4it4.i
Since my article Mr Theodore Artistic In
tegrity this was not my title appeared in the
last issue of the Beaver News have been subjected
to few very few two to be exact attacks as
serting that was not within my rights to accuse
Mr Theodore as did Thig editorial is to defend my
own integrity and to point out those who are guilty
of the same irresponsibility ignorance and misinfor
mation of which they accuse me
My articic was not irresponsible Before its
publication it or its intention was discussed by Mr
Theodore Mr Moller the editors of the Beaver News
who tried to check out the information exposed in
the Inquirer the officers of Theater Playshop Dr
Gray members of the publicity department and
available members of the cast atd crew of the pro
ductiar If some of the statements in my article
seemed hastily drawn or unsubstantiated it deserves
to be known that the article was written within
very tight time limit At dores request
the article was to appear the ni mm after opening
night But it did not appear also at Theodores
request after he had read it because the editors and
myself did not want to unintentionally undermine
the efforts of the productions cast and crew
did not accuse Mr Theodore of anything My
last sentences were in the form of questions As
student as drama editor and as citizen of the
United States am allowed to ask questions
even of the President Why is the Beaver College
faculty off limits
Whether or not Mr Theodore received hate mail
is not my concern nor does it compel my interest
My concern is with Mr Theodores taste in putting
forth in public newspaper in an article intended
to publicize Beaver College production and spoc
sored by an organization of which am member
information that was totally irrelevant and unknown
to anyone else in the Beaver College community in
cluding the cast an4 crew Playshop officers the rest
of the theater department and college officials
This is irresponsible will not bother quoting the
sensationalistic prose in this article but will point
out that 50% of it is not about the play or produc
tion What Mr Theodore receives in the mail is his
own personal business If he wants to make it public
knowledge if he wants to associate his personal
business with publicity for the play then as mem
ber of the organization which is responsible for
commenting on the production this quite validly in
cludes publicity question his taste and his artistic
he is the director and sole source of the article
integrity
Also as student at Beaver College am per
fectly within bounds to object to Mr Theodore theo
rizing that one or two students were responsible for
this viciousness In doing this he incriminated
me as well as every other student here without
venturing any proof or valid evidence Those faculty
members who object to my insolent rhetoric may
well ask themselves how they would respond if such
allegation had been made against the faculty
On the subject of updating Strindberg In the first
place it was not updated chronologically or other
wise What was changed was the subject matter
class struggle and racial struggle may well be re
lated superficially but by their nature they are two
different things The substitution of the words nig
ger and lackey and editorial deletions have con
sequences far beyond the superficial Suddenly we
have Strindberg who wrote about class struggle
writing about racial conflict subject of which he
knew nothing think the person responsible for
these changes should take proper credit Nowhere
on the program or in the posters distributed outside
that any change or adaptation was involved In the
Inquirer he refers loosely to the modern version
but again he does not assume the responsibility
It is typical of academic snobbism to assume that
everybody knows that Strindberg wrote plays con
cerning class not race or even that Strindberg ever
existed
As to my criticism of Strindberg may say that
for too long students have mutely accepted all the
crap that teachers and scholars insist are works of
art without ever indicating why am completing
four years as an Fnglish major and as an actress
as member of the audience and crediting myself
with some degree of sensitivity think Strindberg
is poet not playwright
am not interested in discussing some of the
allegations made against me except for one that
of insolent rhetoric its true After sitting
around at Beaver for four years signing petitions and
filing complaints through the proper channels of
communication all of which has come to naught
conclude that the proper channels are suffering
from traffic jam If insolent rhetoric is the only
way to draw attention to problem left unchecked
for too long then insolent rhetoric it is
Upon having read Mr Theodores letter
may comment by saying that his soft soap is quite
slippery One could go through the letter and point
out many little discrepancies and inconsistencies
One example is evident through this quote from the
Inquirer article
He Theodore asked simply Tell the people
just to come out and see the play Judge us by our
artistic intentions and not by this mess May
ask why if the article was to appear alter the play
Mr Theodore bothered to invite people to see it
And why is this mess publicized at all
find it very difficult to believe that man as
careful as Mr Theodore is about his publicity let
anyone from the Beaver News testify could be so
Much has been said in the past
tion
week concerning an article which
appeared In the November 12 issue
of the Philadelphia Inquirer It is
reprehensible that any student or
faculty member can really feel that
the story which appeared was noth
ing more than cheap publicity
trick designed to promote audi
ence concern and interest was
just as surprised as everyone else
by the inexcusable timing of the
article It was my clear under
standing that the story on the har
rassment would be published one
week following the closing of the
play and on the day in question
misuse of the word in this connec
tion Nothing could be further
from the truth What did say
was that our original Jean had to
bow out of the role because of per-
sonal problems in the third week of
rehearsal During the following
two weeks we interviewed and au
ditioned six more actors for the
role until we Settled on Michael
Bates who could give us the tune
and had the necessary experience
Whatever the motivation behind
distorting this and other facts the
end result is irresponsible journal
ism and have voiced my corn-
Several points should also be
clarified concerning the review of
Miss Julie in the Beaver News
First am not going to debate
here the issue of whether the di
rector has the right to reinter
pret play good example of
this is Peter Woods setting of
Hamlet in the early 19-century as
seen on television November 17
as this would take up too much
time but did not rewrite the
play as was suggested This com
ment suggests poor homework on
the part of the reviewer The only
changes in the text made were
geographical terms of substitut
ing American equivalents the
change from Midsummers Day to
Mardi Gras the substitution of
words like black and nigger
for lackey and slave where ap
propriate the anglicizing of Jean
to John few editorial de
letions also were made to tighten
the dramatic action The fresh
ness of the language and its con
temporary relevance should be
properly credited to Strindberg
andlor his translator Second the
gratuitous comments on Strindberg
as poet rather than playwrigh
and the derogatory comments
Miss Julie betrays genuine lc
and strictest sense in the hands of
those beat qualified to judge the
students and staff members who
actually participated in the produc
In her review of Miss Julie
Cathye Stoops assures us that she
is writing only about Terry Theo
dores artistic integrity but in the
last two paragraphs she attacks the
director as person not as di
rector The insinuations of the last
paragraph suggest that the inter
pretation of the play and the hate
mail itself were merely cheap pub
licity tricks have seen the ex
tremely obscene and racist letters
and have spoken to Mrs Theodore
about the obscene phone calls
____________
Tuesday December 1910
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To the Editor
Finally would like to publicly
thank all of the professors and
students here for their wonderful
notes and other expressions of sup
port during this difficult time It
truly has been rewarding experi
ence emotionally and one which my
wife and will not soon forget
Professor Terry Theodore
English-Theatre Arts Dept
Comment
To the Editor
only review of the plays would
appear
What particularly upset me were
the gross distortions contained in
the article and the apparent state
ments allegedly made One ex
ample will suffice The Inquirer
states that lost nine actors in the
role of Jean The Beaver News
critic unkindly implies that was
personally responsible for their
loss and oddly enough attributes
it to ray integrity puzzling
be continuing process
valuable only if they
These first steps are
lead to other steps
the Beaver community does Mr Theodore indicate plaint to the Inquirer
can assure Miss Stoops and others
that they are not mere tricks Mr
Theodore has been harassed by
student or group of students who
have incredibly twisted and ugly
minds thought that it was rep-
rehensible of Miss Stoops to deal
with these things under the guise
of supposed review
Yours truly
Stephen Miller
Assistant Professor of EnglAsh
.A/waó Opinion
To the Editor
One of our most difficult and mi
portent tasks is that ci making
value judgments review of
play movie etc is always opinion
sometimes intelligent opinion
sometimes not one of the value
judgments we make concerns which
critics we seriously consider In
such review judgments in num.
bcr of areas are made the qual
ity of the acting and directing the
interest of the play itself the me-
tivations behind an involvement in
such work of art et cetera It is
often necessary to break apart or
dissect these areas and arrive at
different kinds of judgments about
the different parts Often there
are areas about which we can get
Very little concrete information and
which we question over longer
period of time hopefully with
bit of temerity
do not feel that the public
questioning of directors integrity
based on issues which are perhaps
related but certainly peripherally
to the quality of the play the
job of the theatre critic acting in
that capacity in review of the
play
sense of integrity is to me
man most imports-
ter traits and
..eeply dis
turbed to see it seemingly lightly
questioned in the final paragraph
of News Review We are living
in time when we are questieoing
on all levels all of the social aft
tudes that have existed in the past
The sense that most of us have no
concrete ways of knowing what is
the proper time and place for
certam actions is not an indies
tion that there is nore strongly
question the editorial policy of the
Beaver News for not making
separation between News Revtew
and termbly critical moral issue
in the review of Miss Julse and The
Stronger in the November 17 issue
of the newspaper
Sincerely
of understanyling of the play and
this type of drama Strindberg is
without question one of the finest
playwrights of the modern age and
his reputation will remain secure
easily misrepresented by reporter who ineidently long after such controversial in-
has done other articles on Beavers productions with
terpretations or short-sighted aim-
no such problem
lyses are given Third wouldEnough am mere than willing to leave the
suggest tiiat anyone who is deeplyquestion of artistic integrity In its truest and strict-
coscerned about the purity of
est sense in the hands of those beat qualified to
classicai masterpieces read Robertjudge which includes everyone who has worked
Brusteins Yale School of Drama
with Mr Theodore on production even me Dean comments on the subjectthree times worth qualification Just dont pretend As leading critic of the contempthat those qualified to judge havent already made
orary theatre he makes it quiteit pretty clear
clear that classical masterpiecesC.E.S
are losing their relevance on the
Ed Note The above editorial was originally in- modern stage unless they can be
tended to be letter to the editor but because it was vigorously reinterpreted for con-
written by member of the Beaver News editorial temporary understanding Fourth
board it has been changed into an editorial on tech- will leave the questios of my
nical grounds artistic Integrity in its truest
Ruth Leluier
Continued on Page Col
Concernini Jfdn3t
To the Editor
Concerning your Fling Fing edi
torial in the November 10 issue we
strongly urge you to consider the
biological aspects of this situation
Accumulation of leaves over
the grass prevents the occurrence
of photosynthesis due to hinder
ance of the sunlight
Leaves in their natural form
promote rot and mold formation
due to decay However if broken
down into black mulch they can
be used for fertilizer known as
Michigan peat moss The machine
which collects these leaves pulver
izes them so that they can be used
in this way Once pulverized the
leaves are taken to the woods be
hind the campus and then form
mulch However if whole leaves
were left to do this naturally it
would take place over period of
approximately three years at the
same time killing the grass
Also the use of such ma
chine increases the rate at which
the leaves can be collected How
would you like to gather by hand
every fallen leaf from the numer
ous trees on campus
When the leaves are collected
in this manner they are not burn
ed so Beaver does not cause poilu
Uon in this sense Although this
machine like any vehicle or ma
chine which utilizes fuel does add
to the pollution problem this is
only minor factor when compared
to the beneficial job it accomplishes
This mulch has been used in the
past and is expected to be used in
the future Dr Breyer suggests
that this mulch be used for ferti
lizer on the newly planted grass
around the new science building
and in other necessary areas
Before writing your editorial it
might have been good idea to
have talked with the men working
on this job as Dr l3reyer has al
ready done Since you have been
at Beaver these men have done
much to improve this campus in
cluding saving the grass by your
so-called Fling Fing method
Dr Arthur Breyer
Jane Seltzer
Diane Taylor
Ed Note First on minor
point point as It were it was
never Implied that the leaves were
burned One basic problem ecolo
gists face today is that people tend
to appease themselves kid them
selves into thinking everything
really is okay They see one or
two good things people are try
ing look how theres less lead in
gas look how they dont burn
leaves anymore and use their
excuses to gloss over the basic
problems that the tundra of
Alaska is being scarred with oil
operations that the mulch-aiding
fing machine does in fact still pol
lute our already dirty air
The very reason that leaves fall
in autunin is that if Im not mis
taken as the days shorten and
there is less surlight the process of
photosynthesis slows for the win
ter season Then the proverbial
brisk winds swirl the leaves the
snow covers the earth until spring
sun melts it once again revealing
the grass and leaves to be blown
by springs breezes Up to this
point in time of marvellous tech
nological man-made advancements
nature somehow carried on quite
well without fing machine
Somehow the cycles the winds
the time could mulch and fling and
decay the leaves reseeding the
grasses and continuing life
It is precisely complacent self-
satisfaction even with such small
portion of the social-ecological
puzzle that prepares our rutted in
sulated minds to accept further
foreign insults to nature Every
single facet must be carefully con
sidered from styrofoam cups to
ocean and tundra oil spillage It Is
inconsideration of the interrelated-
ness of every process and function
on the earth that has allowed us
and obviously still allows us to
disregard the present ominous dan
ger Only by grasping for the
greatest possible amount of per
spective can we even hope to help
The fing machine is unnecessary
within nature and condoning it is
conducive to the development of
an attitude of acceptance of many
more unnecessary excesses Man
is fragment of nature not
ruler not leader not control
ler but certainly meddler
and even destroyer if we eon-
tinue
5he ouner
generation Cares
To the Editor
am 11 years old and in the
sixth grade and am concerned
about pollution hope that we
together can stop pollution because
it stinks Have you heard about
the new lead-free gasoline
think it is great So would you
please send me your free informa
tion on air and water pollution
please
Danny Halterman
Hillsdale Elementary School
3275 West 3100 South
Salt Lake City Utah 84119
Ed Note Dr Breyer received
this in the mail and sent Danny
the material Anyone else want to
encourage the clear-mindedness of
the new generation
acuf1j fl//emoriaf
Mr Horace Woodland was
born on April 25 1911 in Dela
ware He passed away on July 25
1970 in the state of his birth Ln
the intexvenIng 59 years Woody
seems to have crowded in large
measure of living He is survived
by lovely wife Verrnce and two
fine daughters His own schooling
was started in Philadelphia and
continued in Georgia and North
Carolina as his family moved
about
He graduated from Uncoln Uni
versity in 1931 and earned mas
ters degree in sociology from Drew
University in 1935 Later 1948-
1951 Woody pursued doctoral stud
ies in labor economics and then in
sociology at the University of
Washington In the early 1960s
he took cursework at the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania and became
certified to teach English and so
cial studies in Pennsylvania
schools
Woody worked in several differ
ent fields during his career He
taught Race Relations and Com
munity Organization at the Uni
versity of Washington while he was
graduate student He also oper
ated ship-cleaning business in
Seattle From 1959 until he came
to Beaver College in 1969 Woody
worked for the School District of
Philadelphia First he was an
English teacher at Bok Technical
High School Later he was on
loan to the Model Cities Project
helping to design educational pro
grams for the North Philadelphia
segment of the project
During early and mid-1969
Woody suffered series of heart
attacks When he came to Beaver
College in the fall of 1969 he was
not his normal energetic self Yet
his work was so thorough and
punctual that few of his many new
friends discerned that he was not
in the best of health
His experience his skills his
whole humanity fl..ted him for
service to the college community
which no other member of the fac
ulty could perform As advisor to
our black students he gave him
self unstintingly to this unique
function His fragile health often
BEAVER NEWS
deprived his family of his presence
by making it necessary for him to
live on campus However Woody
converted this very handicap into
the opportunity for an almost
monastic devotion to the needs of
these students As one of them
has said he became for them
second father and this attitude of
complete openness and trust to-
ward him pervaded their program
offered in his memory on Novem
ber 1970
He was close frien1 of all his
students and freely gave himself to
them probably more than was
good for that fragile heart But he
was doing what he seemed to enjoy
most working to help human
beings learn to understand one an-
other And there was no way to
convince Woody that he shouldnt
work to his fullest capacity toward
that goal
During the summer of 1970 he
drove himself at the same busy
tempo preparing and revising out-
lines and gathering materials for
the new Black Studies course that
he was to direct in 1970-71 His
heart was unable to take the pres
sure and it simply stopped func
tioning
Perhaps it wasnt really over-
work that brought en Woodys final
heart seizure It would be nice to
think that it stopped from being
over-crowded with love for his tel-
low man Those who knew him
will have no trouble believing this
to be the case fur they knew he
had place for each of them in his
heart
/or fluroe
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To the Editor
Do we need gynecologist on
campus
Last Tuesday Dr Raffensperger
answered this and other questions
pertaining to gynecology The re-
action was one of enthusiasm by
the audience Dr Raffenspergers
suggestion concerning the above
question was that man In his
field would not have the time to
come and sit at Beaver for day
or even few hours Our problems
may seem significant to warrant
professional here but he pointed
out that nurse with some back-
ground in gynecology might be
better answer The idea is that
she would act as screening for
those with real problems needing
immediate attention and those who
merely needed advice hope that
we all consider this possibility as
it will cost both the school and
ourselves less It will also save
gynecologists precious time for
those who really need him
suggest that we stop hitting
wall attempting to attain the ul
timate goals such as this issue
partials et cetera and work toward
succession of changes which hope
fully will lead to our goals Minor
changes would certainly be better
than none at all If you feel that
Dr Raffensperger was help in
answering our questions and pro
viding needed information support
the Junior Class and their attempt
to look into other channels than
the dead-end one we have already
tried
Barbara Hughes
To the Editor
On the evening of November 10
the Junior Class sponsored having
gynecologist come to Beaver and
speak to Beaver students in the
Mirror Room Dr Bruce Raffen
sperger gave very excellent and
informative talk on womens gyne
cological problems His answers
were enlightening and objective
Dr Raffensperger discussed the
various and most widely used con
traceptives on the market and he
gave everyone an idea of how ef
Continued on Page
of Representatives
PROPOSAL It is proposed as
recommendation from the Execu
tive Council that the following pro-
cedures be followed concerning
ANY proposal which is initiated in
the House of Representatives of
the Student Government
If the proposal can be voted
on by the representatives at that
time it shall be taken and the de
cision announced
If the proposal must be taken
back to the corridors it shall be
done and the vote taken in the
next House meeting whenever it is
called for
If the proposal is not within
the jurisdiction of the Student
Government the proposal will be
forwarded to the appropriate com
mittee whether it be faculty stu
dent administrative trustee or any
grouping of these four This pro
popsal must then be returned to
the Speaker of the House within
weeks from the day it was turned
over to the committee with de
cision made which will be presented
to the House members so that the
student body will be informed as to
what the decision was
If the committee does not feel
that weeks is feasible time in
which to work on their proposal
they may petition the Speaker of
the House at this time for an ex
tension She may at this time
give the committee an extension
still setting deadline as to when
this proposal must be returned to
the House with decision already
reached or she may veto this peti
tion for an extension if she feels
that it is not fully warranted
RATIONALES The adoption of
this proposal will allow us to set
specific deadline on all proposals
which come before the House and
lem of many proposals being lost
or being held within committee
for consideration for months on
end However this proposal will
only hold on those proposals which
are originated within the Student
Governmeit House of Represeata
tives The main point is where the
proposal originates and not to
whom it must be sent for further
consideration leading to approval
or disapproval
PROPOSAL It is proposed that
Article rv Section No 1-3 of the
Consthution of SGO be deleted
completely abolishing the presently
existing Joint Committee
RATIONALE vote was taken
among the members of the Joint
Committee and the majority felt
that it should be abolished as the
newly formed College Council
would have the exact same duties
and responsibilities with more
jurisdiction It is therefore ridicu
lous to have two committees per
forming the same acts
PROPOSAL It is proposed that
Article Section II of the By
Laws of the Constitution be
amended to state Each voting
member of the House of Repre
sentatives shall
attend all meetings of the
House of Representatives or
designate an a1tenna.te who is
not already present voting or
non-voting member to attend
In the event that she miss 75%
of the meetings new repre
sentative shall be elected by
that constituency before the
next House meeting The rep
resentative being replaced is
ineligible for re-election during
that term
Tuesday December 1970
Ieeeei4 e4e Edeeo Continued from Page Col Notes from SGO
The following proposals have been recently passed by the House
Page Three
Yours truly
Also it is proposed that Article
which must be forwarded to other IV Section No 16 of the Con-
committees This proposal will hold stitution be amended to include
for all committees whether they be class Vice Presidents Secretaries
student faculty administrative or and Treasurers as non-voting mom
trustee or any combination there- bers of the House of Representa
of It will we hope solve the prob- tives
1wegd 704t%
MUSIC
Bond Memorial Room Swarthmore College Swarthmora Pennsylvania
Tuesday December 515 p.m The New York String Quartet
Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
Thursday December Richie Haven
Civic Center Museum 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
Sunday December 00 p.m Paul Windt violinist and Oscelola
Davis soprano
First Baptist Church 17 and Sansom Streets
Sunday December 400 p.m Handels Messiah by the Philadel
phia Oratorio Choir
Van Pelt Auditorium PhiJadeiplila Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
Sunday December 30 p.m Elsa Hilger cello
DANCE
Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
Sunday December 300 p.m Aiwin Nikolais Dance Theatre
Civic Center Museum 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
Tuesday December 00 p.m The Red Shoes dance film
EXHIBITS
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin Fraiildln Parkway
December through January Henry Ossawa Tanner
FILMS
Irvine Auditorium University of Pennsylvania 34 and Spruce Streets
Wednesday December 00 and 30 p.m The Looking Glass
War
Sunday December 00 p.m War and Peace part
Tuesday December 700 and 930 p.m Zabriski Point
Wednesday December 00 p.m War and Peace part
LECTURES
Van Felt Auditorium Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
Monday December 00 p.m Golden Books Medieval
Manuscripts
West Foyer Philadelpbla Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin Franklin
Parkway
December and 1100 a.m Aspects of Cubism
The entire college community
is cordially invited to join the
Villans at their annual Holiday
Open House which will be held
at the Villa on Sunday Decem
ber from 300 p.m to 500
p.m Do come
The following students have
been elected as officers by the
Freshman Council
Chairman
EFFIll NICAS
Secretary-Treasurer
BETH NOVAK
DOCUNENTABY FILM SERIES Continued
Sunday December
800 p.m
Heinz Lounge
INDIAN SUMMER
THE SUN IS NOT FOR SALE
The theme of my recital is
make-believe It has nothing to dci
with fairy tales and chose that
theme because it isnt confining
and it lets me do just what want
to do said Paula Gruss Paula
will present her senior dramatic
recital as part of an independent
theatre course she is inking on
Friday December at 830 p.m
in the Little Theatre She will
portray characters ranging from
the comical Lucy of Charles Ges
ners Youre Good Man Charlie
Brown to the dramatic and emo
tional Joan of Arc from Ahouilhs
The Lark Other characters
that Paula will include in her re
eltal are Miss Prism from The
Importance of Being Ernest Wil
Item Congreves Lady Wishfort in
The Way of the World Martha
Webster from Bury the Dea4 by
Irwin Shaw The Jewish Wife from
Brecht on Brecht and Bee Bee Fen
stermacher from The Days and
Nights of Bee Bee Fenstermacher
Paula will conclude her recital with
an original poem by Diane Mack
and her singing and dancing in-
terpretation of Coronet Man
My recital is just that said
Paula It is my recital think
that my biggest problem will be
changing from one character to
another so quickly when the char-
acters range from Lucy to the an-
guished character of woman
flee-
ing from religious persecution in
the Jewish Wife The audience
will have to stay with me at all
times and be willing to pretend
with me am going to do all of
my costume and ninke-up changes
on stage and Im going to perform
with absolutely no props The
ence must be flexible enough to
lieve that Im each separate chat
acter because believe that am
each separate character
In addition to the drama courses
and productions that Paula has
been in at Beaver the techniques
and methods she learned while
studying at the Academy of Dra
matte Arts in New York this sum-
mer have helped her acquire the
personal discipline and profession-
alism that the stage demands
While studying at the Academy
learned alot of discipline both
mental and physical learned
that the most important thing an
actor or actress must strive for is
total mood The audience should
never be able to say oh her voice
was outstanding or she moved so
well good actor really fine
one conveys total mood that the
audience gets so wrapped up in
that they only remember the total
character
Thats what will try to do in
my recital because the theatre
like so many other things is to-
tal involvement My success will
depend upon both my ability and
the flexibility and cooperation of
the audience
The grant aLso has financed
series of concerts at Beaver plan-
ned and presented by the music
department Sixteen Concerto
Soloists chamber orchestra of
young musicians who are currently
performing in Philadelphia will be
on campus tomorrow December
at 830 p.m in the Rose Room
The Franklin Concert Artists in-
eluding Bonita Glen soprano vocal-
ist Kyung Sook Lee pianist and
John Koijoner clarinetist will per-
form at Beaver on Wednesday
January 211 and the Amando String
Quartet will make return appear-
ance at Beaver on Thursday April
15 Milton Babbitt composer
and professor at Princeton will
conclude the series with lecture
and demonstration of electronic
music
This semester students taking
music courses have attended three
concerts at the Philadelphia Acad
emy of Music Before each con-
cert William Smith assistant con-
duotor at the Academy lectures on
the pieces to be heard These lee-
tures help students attain beter
understanding of the music by
pointing out specifics that the in-
experienced listener might ordin
arily miss
Born in Haddon Helghts New
Jersey Mr Smith was raised and
schooled in Philadelphia He re
ceived his bachelor of music and
masters degrees at the University
of Pennsylvania While studying for
his masters degree he assisted the
late Han McDonald former man-
er of the Philadelphia Ocrhestra
Association who was then director
of music at the University
William Smiths conducting Ca-
reer with the Philadelphia Orches
ira began in 1953 when he made
dramatic debute substituting for
the ailing Stravinsky In 1960 when
Eugene Ormandy was injured in an
automobile accident Mr Smith cx-
pertly fulfilled all of Mr Ormandys
commitments including number
of concerts on tour
William Smith is versatile in all
areas of music Not only does he
conduct and teach but he also
Library Notes
The Eugenia Atwood Librarys
Selective Acquisitions List for
the month of October is now avail-
able at the circulation desk in the
ibrary As in the previous listings
ks are categorized according to
areas
3tudenth .peeial mote
of the dt 5t the en
These an ner pamphlets
available students in the
cabinets near the reference
These pamphlets conta mr
rent information that cx-
tremely helpful to the st ent in
her preparation of research papers
Remember however that these
books and pamphlets on the Se
lective Acquisitions List are not
the only new material in the II-
brary rather they represent se
lection from the new books and
pamphlets that probably would be
the most appealing to the widest
range of people
LIBRARY REPORTS LOSS
Continued from Page Cal
Although Mr McWhinney does
wish to provide the greatest pos
sible access to library materials he
feels that it is necessary to have
reasonable controls over books be-
ing stolen Most academic and
public libraries have some type of
guard system or restrict the use
of the library building to persons
holding proper identification cards
Mr McWhinney would like to avoid
these more extreme measures but
the procedure of limiting access to
the library to persons carrying
Beaver identification cards could
conceivably be instituted if the rate
of loss does not diminish signifi
cantly
Hopefully now that users of the
library are aware of the problems
created by loss of books specific-
ally that books are not available
when needed and that the cost of
replacing stolen books seriously
curtails the plans for increasing
library collections the loss rate
will greatly diminish Both Mr
McWhinney and Dr Latour urge
anyone who has taken books or
knows of anyone who does that
they consider what it means to the
college and succeeding students
Mr McWhinney also adds that if
anyone has books that have not
been checked out they may be re
turned to the Atwood Library and
no questions will be asked These
books may be anonymously re
turned through the book chute at
the main entrance of the library
by Emily Goldberg
plays the piano organ celesta and
harpsichord He often plays these
instruments at concerts and has ap
pears as organ and piano soloist on
numerous occasions
In addition to these activities
Mr Smith is responsible for many
new programs and new groups
in the Philadelphia area In
1961 the assistant conductor began
the annual performances of Han-
dels Messiah which represents
high-potrt in the Philadel
phia Orchestras Christmas pro-
gram William Smith also works
with the Amerita String Quartet
which features music for strings by
Italian and American composers
Furthermore Mr Smith is respon
sible for Music at the Museum
which presents younger musicians
in performances of rarely heard
works by the great masters and the
Pniladelphia Baroque Quartet of-
feting solo and trio sonatas from
the 17- and 18-centuries Another
accomplishment of the conductor
was the formation of the Philadel
phia Orchestra horns
William Smith is very aware of
new trends in music today He
thinks that the new rock operas
such as Tommy are excellent when
taken as separate short pieces
However they fail to achieve great-
ness when taien as whole The
by Norma
This years Theatre Playshop
Winter Production February 18
19 20 26 and 27 1971 will
be Exit the King by Eugene
lonesco The production is being
directed by Judy Seharf junior
and is being produced by Maryanne
Amore sophomore
Maryanne describes Winter Pro-
duotion as the first attempt since
Playshop Festival to have student
production at Beaver It is isa-
portant to make this successful
production Theatre at Beaver has
failed to be as much of learning
experience could be For in-
stance the ns of assistant
director and sL nager while
assigned to be the direc
tor should also be su ha
tistically independent As it turns
out the stage manager and assist-
ant director usually wind up mark-
ing the positions of furniture or
writing down the blocking feel
that this is very wrong An as-
sistant director knowing what the
director wants for his production
should be able to take rehearsals
and hopefully add to the produc
tiOit-L
So the purpose of Winter Pro-
duction is not so much to show
them we the students can do it
as it is to have Winter Production
be total learning experience
Exit the as play of the
Theatre of the Absurd does not
have the standard plot and charac
ters It is difficult to explain be-
cause the meaning is left up to the
individual viewing the production
it should be one of the more inter-
esting and different productions put
reason for this is that the expre
sion and the medium do not coin-
dde To fully realize themselves
the rock operas need new form
This idea is consistent with Mr
Smiths philosophy on transposing
That is changing popular music
into symphony Is unjust because
the form and expression are no
longer organic This is similar to
the idea that something is lost
when translating work from ome
language to another ITowever
there is need for trnnsatians in
literature because of ignorance
whereas music is universal Ian-
guage
Mr Smith places emphasis on the
human element in music To him
one of the greatest aspects of music
is that it allows interaction be-
tween the medium and those in-
volved He dislikes eleetrouiic mu-
sic because it eliminates man to
large degree It is interesting to
note the changes in the orchestra
in this respect The conductor is
now able to interreact more with
his music than ever before This is
because in the past 25 years the
players are better schooled and as
result the conductor does less
disciplining and is freer to inter-
pret The orchestra that has been
traditionally autocratic Is now
more democratic
Finkelstein
on by Theatre Playshop Theatre
of the Absurd has itself only been
accepted in the past ten to fifteen
years and Beavers last production
in this area of the theatre was per-
formed eight years ago
The story of the play is ritual-
istic death-rite which depicts the
final hours of Berenger once-
great king It takes place in the
kings throne room where Berenger
discovers rejects and finally ac
cepts his inevitable death As the
king dies so too does his kingdom
Berengers armies have been de
feated the young have emigrated
and even the realm of his kingdom
has contracted until it is encom
passed in the kings throne room
Throughout the course of the
play Berenger ages the courtiers
disappear the furnishings melt
away and finally the king is dis
solved into gray mist as the play
ends Jonesco ig Exit the King has
written hymn to existence and
to the awful reality of mortality
Berenger who dies is all men
Winter Production is an oppor
tunity for any Beaver student to
become creatively involved in
Theatre Playshop Winter Produc
tion is put or entirely by the stu
dent body who work independently
of any faculty member All cast
piitions technical crews and com
mittee heads have yet to be filled
and any interested student is more
than welcome to become involved
Cast calls will be during the first
two weeks of December Decem
ber 12 Notices will be posted
prior to these dates
Page Four
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Paula Gruss An Actress Mr William Smith
Academy Conductor Stresses Human Element in Music
Tuesday December 1910
Paula Gruss
by Pat Read
Next Playshop Presentation
To Be Student Production
Music Department Awarded Grant
The music department of Beaver
College has recently received
grant from the Presser Music
Foundation of Philadelphia which
will enable the department to plan
and implement wide range of
programs and activities for most
of its courses For example the
grant has enabled Beaver music
students to attend six concerts of
the Philadelphia Orchestra at the
Academy of Music each of which
was preceded by lecture by Wil
ham Smith the orchestras assist-
ant conductor Opera students
also have attended two operas this
semester The music department
also will be able to use some of the
grant to purchase audio-visual ma-
tennIs including several film
CAST CALLS
for the theatre playshop winter production of
EXIT THE KING
rather absurd play by EtigenØ lonesco Tryouts will be held
Monday December and Tuesday December from 30 to 1000
p.m at the Little Theatre Copies of the play will be on reserve
at the library
Those who cannot possibly make it at those times may call
to make an earlier appointment for reading Call Judy Scharf
or Maryanne Amore TU 4-3500 ext 274
strips
Last year 43 Beaver students
participated in research project
under the direction of Mrs Ellen
Landau admthlstrative assistant to
Dean LeClair When the Childrens
Television Workshop TW asked
the EduoaUonal Testing Service of
Prineeton New Jersey to conduct
research program on the educa
tional impact of their new ide
vision program Sesame Street
students here were responsible for
portion of the study
As part of the Philadelphia Su
burban study of niiddle-class chil
dren from this Immediate area
students observed four-year-old
children both at home and at two
nursery schools The children were
tested in October and again in May
after sesame Street had been
viewed for an entire season
The Educatkmal Testing Service
also conducted such research in
four other regions Boston Mass-
achusetts Durham North Caro
him Phoenix Arizona and north-
eastern California The total nuxn
ber of children observed 943 in-
eluded those who were from both
low income and middle income fern-
flies and ranged anywhere from
rare viewers to those who viewed
Sesame Street more than five times
per week The children were from
urban suburban and rural areas
and were aged from three to five
small group of children were
from Spanish-speaking families in
the Phoenix area
Results from all
observations found
Beaver Grad
To Discuss
Law Career
Miss Alice Schlesinger Beaver
alwnna who is presently practic
lag lawyer will hold an informal
discussion open to all interested
students and faculty on Thursday
December at 730 p.m in the
Rose Room Her talk will center
on how woman is received in the
legal world by discussing her ex
perience as law school student
and lawyer
Miss Schlesinger graduated from
Beaver in 1961 with bachelor of
arts degree in government After
attending New York University
School of Law nnd gaining admit-
tance to the New York Bar Associ
ation in 1968 She bcgan working
for the Criminal Division of the
Legal Aid Society and is now
senior staff attorney for that or-
ganization As an associate at-
torney in the Manhattan Criminal
Courts sh represented hundreds
of indigent defendants in misde
meanor criminal actions In Sep
tember 1970 She was promoted to
senior staff attorney representing
defendants in felony proceedings
Miss Schlesingers visit to Beaver
is being co-sponsored by Dr Fred-
nc Bor Pre-Law advisor the Office
of Vocational Guidance and Place-
meat and the Alumnae Office
port released November indi
cate that the show has been highly
successful AU of the children that
were observed made definite pro-
gress and It was found that the
children with the lower scores on
the pre-test made the most pro-
gress The tests which examined
the concepts presented on the tele
vision show included recognizing
and labeling letters and numerals
classifying body parts sorting do-
lAng puzzles counting matching
and relating terms It was found
that the children benefited from
the material that was repeated
most often on the show It has
also been clearly shown that three-
year-old children can handle ma-
terial that is usually introduced to
children of ages four to five Sea-
ame Street may even be effective
in teaching skills to children whose
first language is not English but
this is highly speculative since the
percentage of Spanish-speaking
children that were observed was
very small
crw will be continuing some re
search on Sesame Street this year
only on much smaller scale The
television show will be expanded to
cover reading aids for seven-to-ten-
year-olds and observation will prob
ably be done on this aspect The
Beaver students who worked on
this research project would wel
come the chance to participate in
it again
Dr Bor to Lecture at
Phi Sigma Tau Meeting
Dr Fredric Bor Professor of
Government will be giving the lec
ture Civil Liberties and the Con-
stitution The Supreme Court is
the Ultimate Mediator at the Phi
Sigma Tau philosophy honorary
society meeting on Monday Do
cember at 700 p.m in Kistler
Lounge
The lecture and debate following
will center around the questions
what are the limits of government
intrusion upon political freedoms
and rights of the accused and how
has Supreme Court as the final ar
bitrator or mediator maintained
this balance Although it was first
publicized that tile program would
center around Supreme Court Chief
Jusitce William Douglas his
services to our government will
be reviewed only for illustrative
purposes
After Dr Bor presents his lec
ture Raymond Warren who is
friend and fellow student of Dr
Bor at Rutgers Law School will
oppose Dr Bor in debate Mr
Warrens views will be more juris
pudential and lean toward the in-
terpretation of the law while Dr
Bor will be concerned with the po
litical theory aspects including the
role of the Supreme Court as pol
icy maker and reflector of majority
opinion apart from mere inter-
pretation of the law as it exists
Phi Sigma Tau cordially invites
the entfre Beaver College commun
ity to thin meeting and the refresh-
meats following
BEAVER NEWS
To Study French
Literature History
The French Literature in Trans
lation course is designed to enable
students without advanced lan-
guage capability to pursue an in-
terest in literature and the history
of ideas in France The course is
open to all students with the ex
ception of French majors
This course spans eight centuries
in which France had major cul
tural influence on Europe and be-
yond and participated in the
broad European cultural move-
ments we call the Renaissance the
Age of Classicism and the En-
lightenment The works
in this course have been chosen to
illustrate French participation in
these larger cultural developments
as well as to enable the student to
become acquainted with some
the men and women of letters who
have contributed most significantly
to the literature of France In
every case paperback edition has
been chosen to minimize student
expenditure
There are four weekly meetings
devoted to lecture and discussion
In addition the student will have
the opportunity to become familiar
with the historical and cultural set-
ting of the works by means of
taped materials slides art repro-
ductions and optional collateral
readings In some cases recorded
readings of the works will be avail-
able on cassette tapes The stu
dents final grade will be deter-
mined by her active participation
in discussion her work on the oc
casional short written assignments
and performance on the mid-term
and final examinations
The works selected for study
are aiwnymous The Song of
Roland BØroul and Thomas Tri
tan and Isealt OhrØtien de Troycs
The Knight of the Lion Rabelais
Gargantea and Pantagruel Mon
taigne selections from Essais
Mme de Lafayette The Princess
of Ctºves Racine Andromacli.e
Moliere The Bourgeois GentZeman
Rousseau The ociaZ Contract
Voltaire Candide Laclos Danger-
05.5 IAasons Beaumarchais The
Marrkge of Figaro
New Course Studies
Environmental Ethics
by Chris Essler
If youve studied the schedule of
classes sent from the registrars
office last week you probably have
found new addition to the Inter-
Departmental list Science and
Society
Dont let the first word turn you
off The course which has been
planned by Dr Franklin
Sturges and Mrs Kathryn
Darby is designed especially for
those whose major is just about
anything but science The pace
and the readings have been geared
to these students The topic is for
everyone Environmental Eth
ics
Perceptions of environment and
how human life is affected br it
will be studied including the much
talked about problems of pollution
and over-population but these
problems and their solutions will be
studied in depth with eec-
flomic theological social and psy
chological approaches There will
be no rigid plan for the course and
as Dr Sturges has stated the
course has been designed to meet
student need rather than pro-
fessional need therefore the inter-
eats of the students will be in-
corporated into the schedule
Society you and science will
get along much better with such
courses as this one It is not
lab science but Science and So-
ciety will help fill the general din-
tribution requirements If there is
not sufficient interest in the course
at least 15 students the course
will be dropped Can we drop our
environment You rallied on
Earth Day last year now learn
what its really all about Sign
up for Science and Society thin
week
Ive always had conflict of in-
terests between sports and medi
cine said Miki Waldman Bea
ver graduate who has returned to
Beaver to complete several courses
before she takes her medical boards
next year Sometimes after you
set up goal and strive to achieve
it you get to the top only to
realize that you have built your
goal up to be more important than
it really is Thats what happened
to me with sports and physical ed
ucation Now Ive found out that
there are more important things
for me and right now one of the
important things is becoming
doctor
Miss Waldman graduated from
Beaver in 1966 with bachelor of
science degree in health and phy
steal education While at Beaver
she was captain of the hockey
team student counselor and secre
tary of the Pentathlon the na
tionai athletic honor society Miss
Waldman also was chosen as
member of the United States Re-
serve Hockey and Lacrosse Teams
and the United States World Tour-
ing Team which represent the Uni
ted States on the international
level while she was still college
student The Reserve Teams
said Miss Waldman played many
European and Eastern Ebropean
teams including Australia New
Zealand Ireland Japan and Great
Britain while they were touring
the United States While was
member of the World Touring
Team we went on an eight and
half week tour of Europe We
played many teams including Hong
Kong Japan and Great Britain and
we only lost one game during the
entire tour In addition to play-
ing on the United States interna
tional teams Miss Waidman was
member of the All College Hockey
Team and the Philadelphia Second
Team in 1965
Mrs Doman of the Intern
Teaching Program of Temple
Unicersity will be on campus
Thursday December 1970 to
discuss the program wfth inter-
ested juniors and seniors
This program is open to tAb-
erai Arts graduates who have
not been certified to teach in
the public schools Through this
program an individual can ob
ta.in masters degree in educa
tion and teacher certification
while being paid to tcach in an
elementary or secondary school
i_n the Philadelphia area The
program which generally takes
two to three years to complete
has been in existence at the
secondary level for 16 years In
1971 the program will also train
individuals for positions in do
mentary schools
If you wish to speak with
Mrs Doman concerning the pro-
gram please make an appoint-
meat in the Office of Vocational
Guidance and Placement Room
Classroom Building
After graduating from Beaver in
1966 Miss Waldman taught physi
cal education at the George School
for one year and at the Jenkintown
School for three years while she
was working on her masters do.
gree Just few weeks ago Miss
Waidman received her masters do
gree in health and physical educa
tion from West Chester State
Teachers College came back
to Beaver she said because it
has an excellent chemistry depart-
ment and have to take organic
chemistry and physics before can
take my medical boards In ad-
dition to her academic schedule
Miss Waldman is also teaching vol
leybafl lacrosse and an adaptive
physical education program
Miss Waldman hopes to complete
her courses at Beaver take her
medical boards and enter medical
school by Septpember 1972 Right
now Im working in the Emergency
Room at Abington General Hospital
several nights week for as long
as they need me It is really
tremendous program that the hos
pital has set up to give pro-med
majors chance to work under
typical hospital conditions You
cant really know if you want
something before you actually ex
perience it and this program is one
of the best ways for students to
experience many of the aspects of
th0 medical profession Its really
more of teaching and learning
experience than work experience
The doctors are very helpful in cx-
plaining everything they can to the
students
Im not sure what type of med
icine that Ill specialize in but Ive
always been interested in medicine
and Ive made up my mind to try
it
Mrs Beatrice Simmons di-
rector of Careers and Recruit-
ment sit Drexel Universitys
Graduate School of Library Sd-
ence will be on campus today to
discuss library careers with any
interested studens
Mrs Simmons will be able to
discuss the various specialties
within library science and grad-
nate scijool programs and thian
cial aid for graduate students in
library science Individual ap
pointrnents to see Mrs Simmons
may be made In the Office of
Vocational Guidance and Place-
meat room Classroom Build-
ing
Psi Qil presents Dr Moss Jackson
tonight at 700 p.m in Heinz Lounge
He will be discussing HELP in
Lausdale new institution which
will give aid to adolescents in trouble
Everyone Is invited
Tuesday December 970
Compiles Results
of Sesam Street Study
Non Major Class Profile
Miss Miki Waldman
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Miss Miki Waldman
by Pat Read
aspects of the
in the fuU re
Art Teaching Course Supported by Students
new course initiated at Beaver Although the course doss not
Coilege few years ago enables bSt of great number of enlist-
ees those who have chosen thisBeaver students to be certified as
area of concentratica vehemently
elementary education teachers
support it Sheila Bremen jim-
ualified to teach art on that level
The course follows the elementary
dueation requfrements with an
area concentration in art During
br has great enthusiasm for the
program There are so many
things you can teach through art
she explained It seems to me
four years the student must that children of elementary school
LI her art requiremest portion age would be able to understand
taking art history drawing something much better if they
design aM two other art could see it feel this course will
Interviews will be by
appthltlnexLt only
of her chDice enable me to help them do this
BEAVER NEWS
LETTERS TO ThE EDITOR
Continued from Page Col
fective each one has been He
answered questions pertaining to
pap tests vaginal diseases preg
nancy and abortions
The doetor was very helpful and
reasonable In discussing the merits
To the Editor
The second convocation was
held Tuesday night November 17
at 730 p.m in Murphy chapeL
After oniy slight delay during
which the audience was entertained
by the Castleafres Mr Alvin
Toffler spoke about his ideas in his
book Future Shock Whether us
teners agreed or disagreed with Mr
Toffler is to me secondary con-
cern To me the primary concern
is the discourteous actions dis
played toward this speaker Of
course the fact that convocation
is required makes the
especiafly wearing for disinterested
students But in the slightly more
than an hour lecture there was an
upsetting amount of activity going
on People were talking writing
letters daydreaming and sleeping
After 25 minutes of the lecture
had to change my seat because the
two people in front of me were
talking SC much that was dis
tracted from Mr Tofflers lectures
And what was more distracting
were the people who left before Mr
Toffler had finished speaking
banging their chairs and conspicu
ously moving out of the room
Maybe these people left the lecture
for good reasons but thought
that they were extremely disourte
ous Now some people may agree
with Mr Tfflers ideas and some
people may not but he was asked
to Beaver to speak and just out of
courtesy the people who attended
the convocation should have sat
quietly and listened
How woud you feel if you were
addressing group of people and
noticed while you were
several people getting up and leav
ing Put yourself up at the po
dium and think about it
Dorothy Wolfe
The program which pre-medical
students from many of the Eastern
states attended included registra
tion-coffec hour symposium with
presentations by noted speakers on
such topics as The Future of In-
ternahip Programs Financial Aid
for Medical Students The Medi
cal College Admissions Test and
1he Changing Medical School Our-
riculum an infornial dISCUSSIOn
period with both professional and
medical student representatives
guided tours of the Medical College
of Pennsylvania and Informal
meetings with faculty and student
representatives from the areas
medical schools
There was much opportunity to
talk to other students and ex
change common fears and doubts
in addition to medical students who
were very helpful with their candid
tips on interviews where to apply
and what to expect on the Medical
College Admissions Test The
speakers presented lot of infor
matiton on broad range of topics
and the number of medical schoois
represented enabled the student to
obtain diversified accounts of as-
pects of medical school
Some of the area medical schools
represented at the conference
ATTENTION NEWMAN
CLUB MEMBERS
Masses will be held on cam-
pus in the faculty lounge of the
classroom building on the 01-
lowing Sundays this semester
Sunday December
Beaver students who attended
this bighly succeaftil conferenee
included Diane Taylor chemistry
major who may do graduate work
in chemistry or become veterin
arian Jane Seltzer another chem
istry major who would like to be-
come veterinarian Debbie Ko
nietzko biology major who plans
to enter medical school after grad-
uation Melissa Yanover an honors
major who is concentrating in
chemistry and hopes to become
doctor Bev Gorsen chemistry
major who plans to do hospital or
research work after graduate
school Artist Parker biology ma-
jor who plans to enter medical
school and beome general practi
tioner Kathy Cole freshman who
wants to major in either chemistry
or biology and after graduation en-
tar medical school Mild Waidman
physical education teacher at
Beaver who is also taking biology
and physics courses and someday
hopes to enter the medical field
Thereatha Chatman biology ma-
jor who plans to attend medical
school Lisa B1aZakIn biology
major who will either attend grad-
nate school or enter medical school
in the fail and Kathy Chance
biology major with standing ae
ceptanc-c at Womens Medical in
Philadelphia who would like to be-
come pediatricion
SB
Basketball practice for the
1970-1971 season has begun
Anyone interested is still wel
come to participate Practices
are held on Monday through
Thursday at 30 to 30 p.m
Anyone interested in being man-
ager should contact Miss Lauver
as soon as possible
338 GO SNOW
Thk year as the ast several
years local rado sftons will use
numbers rafher than names when
schools are closed because of
snow Beavers snow number
338
Glimpscs
Linda Schutzer
.t semester ends more and
Beaver seniors are looking
rd to graduate school accept-
and further work In their
fields Linia Schutzer
Lember of the honors program
who has declared math as her field
Tuesday December
at Beaver He is just so stimulat
ing and interesting that he haa
really made me think and apply
myself to my courses and my field
as whole
of major concentration is one such
senior
Dr Moultons computer math
courses have been especially stint-
Students Attend Pre-Med Meetin
by Kathy ianee
Eleven Beaver pre-medical stu- were Jefferson Uthverty
dents and their advisor Dr Arthur Pennsylvania HalinemSXm Her-
Breyer reeently attended the shey Philadelphia College of Oe
Twenty-First Annual Eastern teopathy and Temple It Is
Pennsylvania Pre-medical Confer- and was suggested that next
ence which was sponsored by La there be representatives from
Salle College and held at the Med- erinary SChOOlS for those student5
ical College of Pennsylvania and who are interested in veterifla29
the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychia- medicine
tric Institute in Philadelphia
ulating and Interesting We learn-
ed higher level computer languages
and how to optimize the least
amount of time in computing
hope to attend Lehigh Uni
versitys graduate school get my
masters degree in mathematics
and later teach math on the col
lege level said Linda Depending
on what circumstances present
themselves will probably get my
doctorate in math
of Beaver retaining gynecologist
He felt having gynecologist on
campus one afternoon week
would be expensive and unrealistic
However he did suggest that Boa-
ver have nurse of gynecology on
campus She would screen the
girls problems and arra.nge neces
sary appointments with gynecolo
gist in the area Such sugges
tion seems very worthwhile and
reasonable
problem by using approximation
rather than an exact answer
feel that computers will play
very big part in all college math
courses of the future
Linda feels that the background
that she received at Beaver is more
than adequate in preparation for
graduate school like math
and the thinking and concepts that
are involved in it commented
I.kla Dr Moulton has played
very big part in my math program
think we owe Dr Raffensperger
debt of thanks for his helpful ad-
vice concerning our problems and
Id rather teach than do re
search work said Linda because
really like to work with people
lot of people think that math is
very hard and cold but actually it
isnt Its something you have to
work with and plan to concen
trate my time on the teaching
aspects
interest
Oathy Donnell
C00 niannr
Staff workers and personnel representatives of The McNeil
Laboratories will be on hand for questions ofIer tour of the
manufacturing plont and research facilities for ALL students
interested The tours will leave Beaver Monday December
30 p.m and Wednesday December at 30 p.m Anyone
interested need only drop Dr Breyer note box 732
Linda Schutzer
Math Club to Host Career Discussion
Mr Thomas May from the Fields
System Center of the IBM Process-
tag Center wili be speaking at the
Math Club meeting this Thursday
December at 00 p.m in Kist
1cr Lounge
at 430 p.m
Sunday December 13
GOVERNMENT
at 430 p.m
Mr May who has math back-
ground will be centering his dis
cussion on career fields open to
math majors There will also be
period for question and answers
This meeting is open to the entire
college community
All are welcome Bring
friend
SUMMER WITH THE
Information concerning sum-
mer jobs with the federal gov
ernment is now available in the
omee of Vocational Guidance
and Placement room in the
classroom building
Questions Call Beth or Lynn
Extension 260
QUALITY DRUGS
For Better Jcwelry Gifts Leather Goods and Silverware
at Better Prkes Come to
Phone TU
PRESCRIPTIONS
4-5886
The examination which is re
quired for most of these jobs
wil.l be given three times this
year Those who apply by Dc-
comber will be tested January
those who apply by January
will be tested February 13
BEAVER PHARMACY
269 SOUTH EASTON ROAD
MELROSE JEWELERS INC
DIAMONDS and SILVERSMITHS
246 248 Keswick Avenue
Penn Fruit Shopping Center Glenside Penna
TU 6-9220
those who apply by February
will be tested March 13 Appli
cations will not be accepted af
ter Febraury
Service Our Privilege
Quality Our Constant Aim
Glenside Pennsylvania
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repair
Open Monday Wednesday Friday tI 900 P.M
Tuesdey Thursday Saturday tI 530 P.M
AMPLE PARKING
K1UCKLENEAD
THE PURPLE PLUM
10 GLENSIDE AVE
GLENSDE PA
Tu 4-1115Again this year there is
provision for college sophomores
with outstanding scholastic re
cords to qualify for summer em-
ploynient on the basis of their
academic achievements without
taking the written test
Clothes for
Naked People
opposite
entrance
O.e.AVHAM and
FREE
Records and Tapes
Across from RIZZOS PIZZA
